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Traffic modeling of marina road
For traffic generation calculation functions from „Trip Generation, 6th Edition“,
Institute of Transportation Engineers, 1997 for summer period have been used. These
values are required to ensure that the planned capacity will be sufficient even in the
worst case scenario for the planned period of 20 years.
The scenario for the year 2030. is based on the estimated
traffic of 1148 vehicles per day with 2% share of heavy
traffic. The load during the afternoon peak hours in summer
of 2030, based on the calculated hourly traffic load on the
network, is shown in the picture to the right.
(traffic modeling was made by dr. sc. Una Vidović1)

Maneuvring at parking areas
Noise calculation from the parking areas was made using RLS 90
standard, and the emission is evaluated according to the
number of parking spaces, hourly traffic during day/night and
parking area type.

Traffic on state road
Major traffic load occurs during the summer when the average
daily traffic is 8139 vehicles per day with estimated 20% share of
heavy traffic (Counting traffic on the Croatian roads in 2010.).

Maneuvering motor boats and yachts in marina
Naval traffic assessment is made with respect to the number of berths, and the daily
circulation for 50 boats in the marina has been taken into account, of which 10 are yachts
and 40 are motor boats. Boats are represented as point sources maneuvering within the
port in the course of the day and emit noise in 10 minute intervals.

Servicing ships (rising from the sea, cleaning)
The greatest noise source in the marina will be positioned at the
root of the primary pier, where boat cleaning and servicing will
be taking place. All noise sources from boat maintenance are
approximated as one point source with total sound power of
105.1dB(A)

Ventilation systems and air conditioning
Air conditioning and ventilation systems required for the
operation of hospitality and tourist facilities (restaurants, bars,
shops) are also noise sources. Heating/cooling devices are
built into the model as point sources and are placed on object
facades, whereas ventilation systems are placed on rooftops
of the objects.
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In the current state, the
major source of noise is
frequent state road in
vicinity of future marina.
In order to assess the
impact of current state
on noise levels in the
environment, noise map
is made for it’s major
traffic load.

Noise calculation from the
future marina is made for
summer working day when
all hospitality and tourist
facilities and service
vessels are in operation
with maximum estimated
number of vehicles and
vessels circulating onshore
and offshore.

